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The viscoelastic material is one of most popular shock absorbing materials for mitigating
vibrations of building structures due to earthquake. Its dynamic performance is affected
by the temperature, the excitation frequency and the excitation amplitude. Therefore,
in order to study the non-linear dynamic performance of the viscoelastic materials, a
hybrid test system using the electric exciter is proposed, in which the electric exciter
is the actuator, MATLAB is used for the simulation of the numerical substructure and
the communication between the upper computer and the lower machine, and STM32
single-chip microcomputer is used to control the work state of the electric exciter. Based
on the equivalent force control method and the incremental PID control algorithm, a
controller is designed to make sure the electric exciter produces accurate control forces
to the non-linear test component in the physical substructure. It can be shown from the
test results that the developed whole hybrid test system is feasible and effective.
Keywords: viscoelastic damping material, hybrid test, electric exciter, equivalent force control, incremental PID

INTRODUCTION
In the process of the research of the structural dynamic performance induced by different
earthquake, sometimes the core materials or components of the whole structure have very strong
non-linearities and unknown properties, which accurate mathematical model cannot be obtained,
at the same time, the structure is some kind of large-scale structures, so how to analysis the effect
or functions of the core components and the whole structural dynamic performance? Hybrid Test,
also called as on-line experiment (Hakuno et al., 1969; Takanashi et al., 1975) is an innovation
experimental testing method. Hybrid Test mainly includes two parts: one part is the physical test
for the core components of the whole structure; the other part is the numerical simulation for the
rest of the whole structure. These two parts are be effectively combined to realize the evaluation of
the dynamic performance of the structure and components.
Since the twenty-first century, with the advent of large-scale and complex structures, the hybrid
test is developing in two directions: In the spatial domain, in order to integrate the experimental
resources from different regions, the hybrid test is developed from local partial tests to network
collaborative tests (Mosqueda et al., 2008); In the time domain, in order to test the velocity dependent specimen, the hybrid test is developed from the rapid test in reality to the real-time test
in the ideal (Nakashima, 2001). In 2004, Pearlman et al. (2004) arranged physical substructures and
numerical substructures at the University of Colorado and the University of Illinois, respectively,
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hybrid test system to study the non-linear dynamic performance
of the viscoelastic materials. In the hybrid test system, the electric
exciter is the actuator, MATLAB is used for the simulation of
the numerical substructure and the communication between the
upper computer and the lower machine, and STM32 single-chip
microcomputer is used to control the work state of the electric
exciter. Based on the equivalent force control method and the
incremental PID control algorithm, a controller is designed to
make sure the electric exciter produces accurate control forces
to the non-linear test component in the physical substructure.
The whole hybrid test system is tested, and the viscoelastic
damper adopted as the non-linear test component. The test
results show that the developed whole hybrid test system is
feasible and effective.

the communication between the upper and lower machines relied
on the network, which is a bold attempt to the division and
location restrictions of physical substructures and numerical
substructure of the hybrid test. In 2005, Pan et al. (2005)
developed an Internet online test system which physical test
and associated numerical analysis were different location, and
the two locations communicate over the Internet. In 2006,
Takahashi and Fenves (2006) developed an object-oriented
software framework for distributed experimental-computational
simulation of structural systems. And they carried out a
distributed pseudo-dynamic test using a client-server approach,
in which the server program controlled the test equipment in
Japan and the client program performed the computational
simulation in the United States. In 2009, Carrion et al. (2009)
presented an approach for real-time hybrid simulation in which
compensation for actuator dynamics was implemented using a
model-based feed forward compensator. In 2012, Saouma et al.
(2012) developed a specialized software written explicitly to
perform, single site, hybrid simulation ranging from pseudodynamic to hard real time ones to improve the computational
engine of the hybrid test. Chen et al. (2012) presented a realtime hybrid simulation system which included the hydraulic
actuators, the IT control architecture, an integration algorithm,
and actuator delay compensation. The integration algorithm
provided a robust and accurate solution to the equations of
motion, and the adaptive inverse compensation method ensured
the accurate application of the command displacements to
experimental substructure(s) by servo-hydraulic actuators. In
2013, Gao et al. (2013) proposed and validated an H loop
shaping design for actuator motion control in real-time hybrid
simulation to improve both the stability limit and test accuracy
compared with several existing strategies. Furthermore, the
feature of the strategy was its robust performance in terms
of unmodeled dynamics and uncertainties. In 2016, Na and
Kim (2016) developed a non-linear finite element analysis
program for hybrid, in which the fixed number iteration method
and parallel computational technique was used to shorten the
computational time. And, in the real-time control system, the
inter-communication between a substructure and an analysis
program was simplified. In 2017, Fermandois and Spencer
(2017) presented a framework for multi-axial real-time hybrid
simulation, which consisted in prescribing multiple degrees-offreedom at the interface between numerical and experimental
substructures by using a multi-actuator loading assembly. The
multi-axial real-time hybrid simulation was carried out for a
single-story building structure. Xu et al. (2017) developed a
hybrid dynamic test system based on electro dynamic fatigue
test machine. In this hybrid test system, the electro dynamic
fatigue test machine was used as the actuator, simulation program
was made based on MATLAB which was easy to modify and
debug in accordance with the real test’s requirements; the highperformance STM32 single-chip microcomputer was used as the
core control chip.
The viscoelastic material is one of most popular shock
absorbing materials for mitigating vibrations of building
structures due to earthquake (Xu et al., 2019). Its dynamic
performance is affected by the temperature, the excitation
frequency and the excitation amplitude. This paper presents a
Frontiers in Materials | www.frontiersin.org

DESIGN SCHEME OF HYBRID TEST
SYSTEM
The hybrid test system using the electric exciter mainly includes
two parts: the upper computer and the lower machine (that
is the physical substructure), as shown in Figure 1. In the
upper computer, MATLAB is used to write the numerical
substructure program and the communication program between
the upper computer and the lower machine. The numerical
substructure program will realize the modeling and simulation
of the numerical substructure. Through the communication
program, the upper computer can send the command signals
to the lower machine, and accept the displacement or the force
signals transmitted by the lower machine. The lower machine,
the physical substructure, mainly includes the non-linear test
component, the controller, the electric exciter and sensors. The
controller takes STM32 single-chip microcomputer as the main
controller to write the serial communication program of the
upper and the lower machine, the electric exciter control program
and sensors data acquisition procedure.
Figure 2 shows the detail design scheme diagram of the
hybrid test system. The electric exciter is as the actuator (that
is, the power source of the whole system) to realize the loading
of the vibration force of the non-linear test component. The
STM32 single-chip microcomputer is as the core control chip
to realize the data communication between the upper computer
and the lower machine, the data collection of the sensors and
the drive control of the exciter by using the PID controller.
MATLAB is used to complete the modeling and simulation of
the numerical substructure and the data communication of the
upper computer and the lower machine. Serial communication
mode is adopted to realize the real-time two-way communication
between STM32 single-chip microcomputer and MATLAB in the
upper computer, and to establish the relationship between the
numerical substructure and the physical substructure.

DESIGN OF THE HYBRID TEST SYSTEM
CONTROLLER
In this paper, the electric exciter is as the actuator, which works
on the non-linear test component according to the control signal
coming from the upper computer. Here the viscoelastic damper
2
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FIGURE 1 | The hybrid test system.

FIGURE 2 | The detail design scheme diagram of the hybrid test system.

Where, M and C are the mass matrix and the damping
matrix of the structure, respectively, which usually are
constants; RN is the reaction force vector of the numerical
substructure; RE is the reaction force vector of the
non-linear test component; i is the time step; di , vi , ai
are the displacement, the velocity and the acceleration,
respectively; 1t is the integral time interval; F is the external
load vector.
According to Equations (2, 3), the speed and the acceleration
of step i+1 can be described as:

is chosen as the non-linear test component. In order to make the
electric exciter to produce accurate control forces, the equivalent
force control method and the incremental PID control algorithm
are used at the same time, as shown in Figure 3.

Equivalent Force Control Method
For the electric exciter, its control current is linear with the force it
produces. While the test component is non-linear, the equivalent
force control method (Wu et al., 2007; Bursi et al., 2008) is used to
determine the control signal of the electric exciter. The equations
of motion, the expressions of the displacement and the velocity
in discrete time are as follows:
Mai+1 + Cvi+1 + RN di+1 + RE di+1 = Fi+1
1t 2
(ai + ai+1 )
di+1 = di + 1tvi +
4
1t
(ai + ai+1 )
vi+1 = vi +
2
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(1)
ai+1 =

(2)
(3)

3

4
1t 2
(−d
−
1tv
−
ai + di+1 )
i
i
1t 2
4
2
2
di+1
vi+1 = − di − vi +
1t
1t

(4)
(5)
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FIGURE 3 | Equivalent force control schematic diagram.

Equation (6), the exciter outputs a corresponding displacement,
which in turn produces equivalent force. Among them, CF is the
force distribution coefficient, its effect is equivalent to Newton
iterative method in the Jacobian matrix, the value of the force
distribution coefficient CF is as follows:

Substitute Equations (4, 5) into Equation (1):

FEQ,i+1

RN di+1 + KPD di+1 + RE di+1 = FEQ,i+1
4M
2C
KPD =
+
2
1t
1t
4M
2C
4M
+ C)vi + ( 2 +
)di
= Fi+1 + Mai + (
1t
1t
1t

(6)
(7)
(8)

CF =

KPD is a pseudo-stiffness matrix. FEQ,i+1 is the equivalent force
for each load cycle, which consists of two parts, the external
excitation force Fi+1 in the current loading cycle and the pseudodynamic effect calculated according to the displacement response
in this period. Equation (6) is a non-linear equation about
the displacement variable di+1 , which can also be regarded
as an equilibrium equation about the equivalent force FEQ,i+1 .
Meanwhile it can be seen from Equation (6) that the left side
of the equation is added by the damping force RN di+1 of
the numerical substructure, the pseudo-dynamic KPD di+1 and
the experimental reaction force REQ di+1 of the non-linear test
component,and the right side of the equation can be regarded
as the equivalent external force FEQ,i+1 . So the solution of the
equation is the displacement di+1 of the effect system under the
influence of equivalent external force.
The equivalent force control method uses a closed-loop
control system, that is, a feedback control method,the control
method makes the feedback force [left side of Equation (6)]
equal to the equivalent force [right side of Equation (6)]steadily
and asymptotically, as shown in Figure 3. In each integral
time interval 1t, with the equivalent force controller and the
force conversion coefficient C F , the equivalent force difference
EEQ,i+1 (t) between the equivalent force command FEQ,i+1 (t)
and the equivalent force feedback value F′ EQ,i+1 (t) obtain the
next force command Fci+1 (t). At the end of each loading
cycle, when the equivalent force feedback value F′ EQ,i+1 (t)can
infinitely approximate the equivalent force F EQ,i+1 (t) command
in corresponding to the loading cycle, the actual displacement
m (t) will be infinitely close to the target displacement d
di+1
i+1 (t)
and will become the solution of Equation (6). By the solution of

Frontiers in Materials | www.frontiersin.org

KE
KPD +KN +KE

(9)

Where, KN and KE are the initial stiffness matrices
of the numerical substructure and the non-linear test
component respectively.

Design of the Incremental PID Controller
The function of the controller is enabling the equivalent force
feedback value track the equivalent force command accurately,
the controller is divided into the inner-loop force controller
and the outer-loop equivalent force controller. The outer-loop
controller is equal-effect control to calculate the force loading
command of the electric exciter by the force distribution
coefficient. The inner-loop controller is the force control of the
electric exciter, so that the electric exciter can accurately reach
the force command. The PID controllers are adopted as these
two controllers.
In the control system involving computer technology, most
of the traditional analog PID cannot be used successfully,
because the computer cannot perform integral or differential
operation directly,computers can only be simulated infinitely
to approach this mathematical calculation in other ways. On
the other hand, in the single-chip microcomputer technology,
the signal acquisition is also discrete, only can collect signal
for feedback periodically through the signal acquisition module.
Digital PID algorithm is divided into two kinds, the incremental
PID algorithm and the position PID algorithm. The position PID
algorithm directly produces the final output of the system in each
control period, which is a relatively direct control method. But
in this approach, each of the previous errors are accumulated,
and the entire system is closely linked before and after each

4
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Where Ce is the equivalent damping of the viscoelastic damper
and Ke is the equivalent stiffness of the viscoelastic damper.
According to the basic theory of the viscoelastic damper, its
parameters can be obtained. The shear modulus is:

adjustment cycle. It can easily lead to excessive adjustment of
the amplitude, and even cause serious control accidents. The
incremental PID algorithm converts the analog signal into a
digital signal, which is convenient for computer calculation and
the single-chip acquisition. On the other hand, compared with
the position PID algorithm, the incremental PID algorithm has a
smaller calculation, which can guarantee the reliability and realtime performance of the system. Therefore, the incremental PID
controller is chosen, and the discrete incremental PID algorithm
is as follows:

G1 =

F1 × h
n × A × u0

(14)

F2
F1

(15)

The loss factor is:
η=

m

T X
Td
u k = Kp {e(k) +
e(k) +
[e(k) − e(k − 1)]} (10)
Ti
T

The loss modulus is:

k=0

(16)

G2 = ηG1


Where, u k is the output of the k-th sampling period of the
control system, and e(k) is the input deviation of the k-th
sampling period of the control system; KP is the proportional
coefficient of the control system; Ti is the integral time constant
of the control system; Td is the differential time constant of the
control system; and T is the system sampling period. According
Equation (10) the output value of the k-1-th sampling cycle is:

The equivalent stiffness is:
Ke =

F1
G1 A
=
u0
h

(17)

G2 A
ηKE
=
ω
ωh

(18)

The equivalent damping is:

m

T X
u k − 1 = Kp {e(k − 1) +
e(k − 1)
Ti

Ce =

k=0

Td
+ [e(k − 1) − e(k − 2)]}
T

Where n is the number of layers of the viscoelastic damping
material, A is the shear area of viscoelastic damping material
layer, h is the thickness of the viscoelastic damping material layer;
u0 is the maximum displacement of the viscoelastic damper in
horizontal direction; F0 is the maximum damping force of the
viscoelastic damper; F1 is the damping force at the maximum
displacement of the viscoelastic damper; F2 is the damping force
at zero displacement of the viscoelastic damper; ω is the loading
circular frequency.

(11)

The each adjustment cycle output of the incremental PID
controller is the increment of adjustment on the basis of the
first 2 times adjustment cycles, so by subtracting Equation (11)
from Equation (10), the output equation of the incremental PID
controller can be obtained:
1u(k) = u(k) − u(k-1)1u(k) = Ae(k) + Be(k-1) + Ce(k-2) (12)

Where, A = Kp (1 +

T
Ti

+

Td
T );

TEST ANALYSIS

B = Kp (1 + 2 TTd ); C = Kp TTd .

The test device of the hybrid test system designed in this paper is
shown in Figure 5. The physical substructure is mainly composed
of the electric exciter, the force sensor, the displacement sensor,
the viscoelastic damper and STM32 controller. The specific
model of the electric exciter is KDJ100. Its maximum exciting
force is 1,000 N, its maximum amplitude is ±15 mm and its
maximum current is 30A. A plate viscoelastic damper is used
as the non-linear component in the hybrid test system, which
consists of an intermediate steel plate, two constrain steel plates
and two pieces of viscoelastic material, as shown in Figure 6. For
each piece of viscoelastic material, its area is 20 × 25mm, and its
thickness is 8 mm. The thickness of all steel plates is 7 mm. The
damping of the viscoelastic damper Ce=5KN·s/m, the stiffness
of the viscoelastic damper Ke=200 KN/m. Three sets different
sinusoidal signals are used to tests the physical substructure. ElCentro earthquake wave and Tianjin earthquake wave are used as
the excitation signals of the whole hybrid test system.
Before testing the performance of the whole hybrid test
system, the dynamic performance of the physical substructure
is tested firstly. Three sets of sinusoidal signals with the same

Simulation Model of System
According to the above principle of equivalent force control,
the Matlab/Simulink simulation model of the equivalent force
control system of the hybrid test system is shown in Figure 4.
In the hybrid test system there are two PID controllers, an innerloop force PID controller and an outer-loop equivalent force PID
controller. The “Subsystem” block includes the electric exciter
model and the inner-loop force PID controller. The input of
the inner-loop force PID controller is the difference between the
target force and the actual force, and the output is the control
value of the electric exciter. The function of the outer-loop
equivalent force PID controller is “forcing” the motion Equation
(6) of the hybrid test system to be established to ensure the
stability and accuracy of the whole hybrid test system. And its
input is the difference of equivalent force.
In the simulation model the viscoelastic damper is chosen as
the non-linear test component, and its transfer function is:
Fs =

1
Ce · s + Ke

Frontiers in Materials | www.frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 4 | Simulink simulation model of the equivalent control system.

FIGURE 5 | The test device of the hybrid test system.

Frontiers in Materials | www.frontiersin.org
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applied to the viscoelastic damper by the electric exciter is in good
agreement with the expected forces of theoretical analysis, only
there is a certain error at the individual point. Under El-Centro
earthquake wave, the maximum force produced by the electric
exciter is 191 N, the maximum expected value of the theoretical
analysis is 200 N. The absolute error is 9 N and the relative error
is 4.5%. The maximum error occurs at the 300th data point,
where the experimental value is 141 N and the expected value is
160 N. And the absolute error is 19 N, the relative error is 11.9%.
Under Tianjin earthquake wave, the maximum force produced
by the electric exciter is 275 N, the maximum expected value
of the theoretical analysis is 285 N. The absolute error is 10 N
and the relative error is 3.5%. The maximum error appears at
the 624th data point, the experimental value is 218 N and the
expected value is 250 N. The absolute error is 32 N and the
relative error is 12.8%. The main reason for these errors is that
the viscoelastic damper is a kind of non-linear damping device,
especially the viscoelastic material used in the device has strong
non-linear characteristics which dynamic performance is affected
by the temperature, the excitation frequency and the excitation
amplitude (Xu et al., 2016). In the theoretical analysis, the model
parameters of the viscoelastic damper are obtained by analyzing
the data of its performance experiment. Within the allowable
range of error, these model parameters of the viscoelastic damper
can meet the requirements of most excitation frequency and
excitation amplitude, but they are fixed values and cannot change
with the change of the temperature, the excitation frequency
and the excitation amplitude. However, the frequency and the
amplitude of El-Centro earthquake wave and Tianjin earthquake
wave used in the whole hybrid test system are changed at all
times. This causes a certain error between the experimental value
and the theoretical value at individual points. In addition, the
parameters of the PID controller used in the entire hybrid test
system are fixed during the whole test process, so that the control
requirements under most excitation can be guaranteed. However,
the parameters of the PID controller are not adjusted in real time
with the change of the non-linear characteristics of the load, so
that the optimal control effect cannot be achieved at individual
points in the test process, and a certain error occurs.

FIGURE 6 | The viscoelastic damper.

FIGURE 7 | Force-displacement hysteretic curve of the viscoelastic damper.

frequency and different amplitudes are used as the control signals
of the electric exciter, which will make the electric exciter to
produce the frequencies of the forces all are 5 Hz, and the
amplitudes of the forces are 5, 100, and 150 N, respectively. Under
these three sets of the forces the force-displacement relationship
of the viscoelastic damper are detected by using the force sensor
and the displacement sensor in the hybrid test system, and then
the results are shown in Figure 7. It can be seen that at the
same loading frequency, with the increase of the force amplitude,
the inclination angle of hysteretic curves of the viscous damper
decreases, the envelope area increases, that is, the equivalent
stiffness of the viscoelastic damper decreases with the increase of
the force amplitude, and the energy dissipation capacity increases
with the increase of the force amplitude. Meanwhile, it can
be obtained that the physical substructure of the hybrid test
system can work normally, and the non-linear component, the
viscoelastic damper, has strong non-linearity and good energy
dissipation characteristics.
El-Centro earthquake wave and Tianjin earthquake wave are
used as the excitation signals of the whole hybrid test system to
test its performance. Under different earthquake wave excitation,
the output forces of the electric exciter collected in real-time
are compared with expected output forces, as shown Figure 8.
It can be seen from Figure 8 that whether under El-Centro
earthquake wave or under Tianjin earthquake wave, the forces

Frontiers in Materials | www.frontiersin.org

CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, a hybrid test system is proposed, in which MATLAB
is used for the simulation of the numerical substructure and the
communication between the upper computer and the physical
substructure; the electric exciter is the actuator; STM32 singlechip microcomputer is used to control the work state of the
electric exciter; the viscoelastic damper adopted as the non-linear
test component; the force sensor and the displacement sensor
are used to measure the force and the displacement of the nonlinear test component. In order to make the electric exciter to
produce accurate control forces to the non-linear test component
in the physical substructure, the controller is designed based on
the equivalent force control method and the incremental PID
control algorithm. The dynamic performance of the physical
substructure and the performance of the whole hybrid test system
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FIGURE 8 | Comparison between experimental value and expected value under different earthquake wave. (A) El-Centro earthquake wave. (B) Tianjin earthquake
wave.

are tested. The test results show that the physical substructure can
work normally; the viscoelastic damper has strong non-linearity
and good energy dissipation characteristics; and the whole system
is feasible and effective.

YaL, T-TY, and XC finished the experiment of the hybrid test
system. Y-QG, YaL, T-TY, and XJ jointly completed the writing
of the article. YiL helped in proof reading of overall presentation
and experimental data.
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